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Best Wishes
Men

•

•

•

J&\\t fogtafrr.

In Armed
services

'The Cream of College News'
VOLUME XXXIX No. 2

A. & T. College, Greensboro, N. C, November, 1942

PRICE 5 CENTS

5 2 n d Founder's Day Observed
Governor At A. and T. Founder's Day Celebration

Governor
Delivers
Address
Pledging his continued support of Negro education in
North Carolina, Governor J. M.
Broughton, principal speaker
for the fifty-second Founders'
Day celebration at A. and T.
College, last week, said, "I think
that the gap caused by the differences in salaries of Negro
and white teachers in this state
will be bridged."
Preceding the speech, Governor Broughton inspected the
senior unit of the R. O. T. C.
and reviewed the student body
and faculty as they marched into the Harrison auditorium. The
pre-flight navy b a n d f r o m
Chapel Hill, N. C , under di(Continued on Page 6)

Negro Should Fight
For Rights, Says
Dr. Rayford Logan
Shown above are the principals of the Founder's Day celebration at
A. and T. College. Greensboro. N. C . recently. They are (irom left to right)
Major R. L. Shute. in command of the anti-aircraft trainees at the college;
Judge Charles A. Hines. chairman of the trustee board of the college; Capt.

Robert Lee Campbell. D. S. C . former head of the military department;
Governor J. M. Broughton, Dr. F. D. Bluford, president of the college; and Lt.
Col. Raymond F. Edwards, commanding officer of the R. O. T. C. (PhotoGreensboro News-Record).

Dr. W . S. Nelson Kryl's Symphony Orchestra
Vesper Speaker Appears In Auditorium
"Verily, verily, I say unto you,
he that enters in not by the
door but cometh up some other
way; the same is a thief and a
robber," quoted Dr. Willian
Stuart Nelson, Dean of the
School of Religion, Howard
University, Washington, D. C ,
* as he addressed the faculty, student body, and friends of A.
and T. College on Sunday evening, November 1st. Speaking
vividly on the subject of embezzling, the speaker pointed
out several ways which people
try to embezzle heaven.
Briefly summarized, they are:
(1) Trying to embezzle heaven
by referring to the other man's
sin; (2) trying to make our way
into heaven on a pecuniary basis; (3) standing idly waiting on
God to bring us heaven on a
silver platter; (4) trying to get
to heaven on our own strategy
or politics. In concluding, Dr.
Nelson emphasized that "We
caa't embezzle heaven; we can
win in only through God's love."
The Choral Group under the
direction of Professor C. Colman very beautifully rendered
"Oh, What a Beau'tiful City" by
Dawson, and "Better Be Ready,."
a spiritual.
Dean W. T. Gibbs introduced
the speaker.

Bohumir Kryl presented his^
orchestra in a magnificent concert on Thursday evening, October 29th. The orchestra consisted of three violas, five violins,
two double basses, two violoncellos, one trumpet, two bassoons, one oboe, two clarinets, Innovaticns Introduced, Impact
two flutes, three French horns, of War Felt two trombones, one cymbal, two
Homecoming 1942 saw many
kettledrums, and one harp. The
soloists were Mary Randolph, innovaticns in A. and T. College
who played the harp with great student life, coming as a direct
bliss and oneness; Marian Beers, result of :he war.
Members of the Alumni and
who played the violoncello most
expressively; Joseph Arbeit, who students of other days failed to
played the violin with great agil- see mucl of the extravagant disity. Unfortunately, Rita War- play—especially those mounted
sawska, soprano, was unable to on automobiles.
appear.
Anotler new feature was
The audience displayed its ad- that instituted by the Panmiration by its plaudits and en- Hellene Council which consisted of ttie following program:
cores.
" MARGARET BOOKER, '44
1. .'reservation of rubber,
steel aid gas for floats.
2. Selling of defense bonds
and lamps.
3. Sold stamps and bonds at
Upperclassmen Enjoy
affafs for the homecoming.
Vith such ideas cominj from
Pre-Halloween Dance
su'h a distinguished group cerFor the first time this year, tanly it is very commendaale inthe sophomores, and upperclass- ched. The Greeks realize that
men enjoyed an evening of fun ve are in a war and even though
in the college gymnasium. The ive who are in school here are
time was Friday evening, Octo- not in the battle group, we
ber 30 and the occasion was <should give every effort here on
pre-halloween dance, given ty the home front for those in the
: (Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

HOMECOMING
1942

Naval Band
Visits Campus
The United States Navy Band
stationed at the Pre-flight Aviation Center at Chapel Hill composed largely of students and
graduates of A. and T. College
made its first appearance in
Greensboro, Wednesday, November 4, in connection with the
Dudley Day Celebration.
The band, under the direction of Mr. James B. Parsons,
formerly director of the Dudley High School Band of Greensboro, made a fine impression
both by its appearance and by
its performance. The band led
the procession and played for
the Governor's review. It also
furnished music for the program..
At 4 p. m., the Band gave a
concert in Richard B. Harrison
Auditorium. The program was
especially enjoyed because a
number of pieces were presented
with which the students were
familiar. Attending the concert
were a number of the pupils
from the grade schools in and
around Greensboro.
As a delightful climax to its
day-long sojourn on the A. and
T. College campus, the swing
orchestra, composed of certain
members of the band, furnished
music for a social at seven.
The student body is looking
eagerly to the time when it •will
again be favored by the Nstvy
Band.

"We should contend for our
rights; whenever in doing so we
help to win a war built up on
democratic principles," declared
Dr. Rayford W. Logan, acting
dean of the graduate school of
Howard University, who was the
principal speaker for the first
open forum held at A. and T.
College this school year.
Dr. Logan said, "There is one
school of thought in this country which specifies that in this
time of crisis Negroes should not
air their grievances." He pointed
out the fact that although some
persons say that improvement
of the Negro's condition would
be realized in time, there will
not be such improvement un(Continued on Page 6)

Judge HinesMakes
Second Talk on
The Campus
"Our navy is undertaking to
defend our country and to restore some sort of order and decency into the world. Many of
us will be going into some
branch of the armed forces, and
the navy offers as much opportunity as any other branch," declared Judge Hines, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees of A.
and T . College, in celebrating
the anniversary of the navy on
Monday, October 26.
Judge Hines pointed out the
fact that the first bill introduced
into Congress for the beginning
of a navy was advanced a year
before the Declaration of Inde(Continued on Page 6)
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION PAGE +
Ease Quam Videri

getting all the new improvements, except a variety of food.
It never seems to have just what
you ask for, always a substitute.
•

T h e song about " I ' m Going to
Move," has become true for the
Morrison H a l l boys. Sorry there
was n o t h i n g that could be done
Published monthly during the colleg- about it. Glad to see the fine
iate year by the students of A. & T, spirit that you took in moving.
•
College.
T h e r e seem to be m u c h sisAdvertising rates reasonable. Sub- terly spirit this year among the
sororities. T h a t ' s nice g i r l s ,
scription rates $1.00 per year.
keep it u p . T h o s e are the things
we like to see.
A d d r e s s all communications and
•
checks to THE REGISTER, A. & T.
Students
don't
seem to get
College, Greensboro, N. C.
jobs here anymore, it seems that
all the jobs are being given to
Letters of suggestions, comments older people who live in the city.
and criticisms will be appreciated.
•
Entered as second-class matter,
February 8, 1932, at the Postoffice at
Greensboro, N. C, under the act of
March, 1879.

Register Staff
Editorial Board—Broadus Sawyer, '43,
Chairman; James Floyd Lovell, '43;
Alvin Blount, '43; Ann L. Davis, '43.
Production—Anna Henderson, '45; Mary
Devine, '44; Rosa Lee Sowell, '43;
Margaret Booker, '44; Mildren Sabourin, '44; Dorothy Maynard, '44.

Mr. Colman has made the
Monday m o r n i n g chapel periods very pleasant a n d interesting. May we all be able to
sing to our hearts content.
•
Dear A. a n d T., congratulations for another Dudley Day.
May you see many more. T h e
absence of Dr. Noble will be noticed. It is the first Dudley Day
that he was not around. May
he rest in peace, and may A. a n d
T . live forever.

Features—J. Floyd Lovell, Manager;
Soldiers, all A. a n d T . stuSandra Bowen, '44; Kenneth Lee, '45;
C. Russell Wyrick, '43; and Nelda dents say hello to each other
Scott, '45.
whenever they meet. RememReporters—Hubert Gaskin, '44; Manager;
Barbara Canada, '43; Virginia Collier, '43; Marion Hilliard, '43; Ruby
Boone, '44; Marion George, '45; Albert Jones, '43; Louise Penn, '44;
Reuben Lewis, 44; Lois McGee, '43.
Sport Editors—Samuel Brooks, '44 and
Bruce Miller, '43.
Circulation and Advertisements.—Alvin
Blount, Manager; Stanley McCorkle,
'43; Wilmer Pennix, 43; George Akers,
'45; Eddie Cecil, '43; Virginia Teal,
'44 and Julia Johnson, '45.
Exchange Editor
Ann L. Davis
Art Editor
John B. Massey, '43
Adviser
Dean Warmoth T. Gibbs

Paragraphics
T h e soldiers are here, a n d
very nice fellows they are too.
May we take this opportunity
to welcome them, and hope they
will feel at home as m u c h as we
do.
•
T h e mail boxes have been
moved to the side where the
Omega garden is, so please don't
walk on the grass. T h e fellows
worked so h a r d last year to
beautify that particular place.
If you should walk on it, it will
only discourage them to finish
their promised project.
•
May we have many more Lyceum programs like the one
Kryl's Symphony Orchestra gave.
I was very glad to see that so
many students enjoyed it.
•
T h a n k goodness, o u r last football game had a plenty of spirit
b e h i n d it. Let's do it again.
Speaking of the football game,
since the student body is in back
of the team, please team, keep
in training as there are plenty
of people who see you, when
you don't see them. Please eat
only the foods that you are supposed to eat, a n d n o t sweets.
•
Well o u r eanteen seems to be

ber you are to do that also because we consider you as students.
•
T h e Governor's remarks relative to Captain Campbell were
commendable indeed. We, as
Negroes, should be p r o u d of the
Captian's record.

Trigger Government
An
(Reprinted

Editorial

from The
Daily News)

Greensboro

T h e revolting lynching^ of
two Negro boys and a Negro
m a n which occured recently in
Mississippi are being investigated by G-men sent from Washington. It is to be hoped that
they will get sufficient evidence
on which to base indictments.
T h u s Mississippi's shame is revealed by her inability to keep
order in her borders, b u t she
still bears the responsibility of
punishing the lynchers. T h e y
are known in communities in
which t h e y committed their
murders.
T h e axis propagandists will
make m u c h of these crimes.
T h e y Ought to be familiar with
them, for the method is the exact
one by which they a n d their
duces and fuehrers rose to power
a n d by which they still hold
power.
Before a lynching occurs, a
sheriff who is determined to
stop it can stop it; after it occurs, a community which is determined to punish the perpetrators of it can punish them.
A state which is determined to
find out who the ringleaders
were can usually do so. W h e n
officers, community a n d state all
fail, then that state is taking the
first step towards government
by trigger men, a government in
which the wealthy a n d the wise
finally find themselves n o more
secure t h a n the weak a n d the
poor w h o m they neglected to
protect by law while there was
time.

LET US BE THANKFUL

Our Fight Too
By Jeanette

For what do we give thanks in a year like this? Surely n o less
than ever for the bounty of the land and for the good fortune of
its favored place in a sorry world. But perhaps there need be
somewhat less said about creature comforts a n d our comparative
safety, less stress u p o n privileges a n d more u p o n opportunities—
for each right brings in t u r n its duty.
One is thankful now especially for the American ideal, carved
out strong and high a n d left standing by the F o u n d i n g Fathers—
and then one must ask in the next breath if we ourselves are well
tending it, base, shaft and peak?
T h a n k f u l that this nation was grounded in tolerance. Are
we still clear of prejudice? T h a n k f u l that the peoples of all the
world—our own ancestors among them—could sail here. Are we,
as Americans, still fair to our foreign born? T h a n k f u l for unity.
Are the millions of Negro Americans accepted into u n i o n with all
other Americans? T h a n k f u l for democracy, are we as democratic
toward women as toward men, toward young and old alike, toward
the weak as much as the strong, toward the darker races as toward
the white?
T h a n k f u l for the country's breadth a n d diversity. D o we
think a n d act without sectional bias? T h a n k f u l for free education. Are we keeping our schools on equal basis, a n d our children's minds free to learn the t r u t h unstained? T h a n k f u l for
the open doors of churches. Are we still firm in the faith that
each neighbor shall be let worship his God in his own way?
T o o often in past times, Thanksgiving Day has found us content to the point of complacence; grateful to the verge of smugness. T h i s year, let us blend reverent thanks with an irreverent,
honest, and health searching of our own minds a n d hearts, Americans All, regardless of race, creed or color.
A N N L. DAVIS, '43.

Philosophy of Life During War Times
By J. FLOYD L O V E L L
During times as these when confusion is the keynote of our
civilization a n d when destitution confronts so many of us, we
often wonder, in our saner moments, how m a n is able to hold u p
u n d e r these exigencies of the times. It is a fact that our leaders
want us to be war conscious, b u t I feel that that does not mean
war consciousness to the exclusion of all those finer things that
m a n has wrought. For it is on his triumphs that m a n is able to
transcend present-day shortcomings. It is through these that m a n
can look to a sunnier future. A n d it is in these that m a n finds a
sustaining element.
W h e n we attend a concert to hear Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, we revel in the fulfillment that the master must have felt
and we are evermore cognizant of the fact that m a n is capable
of higher things too. W e view the genius displayed in some great
architectural achievement, such as Notre Dame de Paris, or we
sit back leisurely to read Milton's "Paradise Lost," and realize
that m a n is truly a sublime creature. N o r does it have to be
something quite so obvious as music, art, or poetry; things, more
or less, in which the individual has starred. R a t h e r it can be our
present-day family unit, our language, our education in g e n e r a l institutions to which many m e n of many, many centuries a n d
civilizations have contributed. Indulgence in or restrospective
thought toward any of these makes us aware of man's worth and
gives an appreciation for living. T h e y show that, most often,
m a n has sought the lofty inlife rather than the chaos of today.
T h e y show that somewhere m a n has had faith in himself. And
further they serve as a boost to o u r confidence that wanes in the
face of this T o p h e t of today.
T h e point I am driving at is this: In spite of our resolve to
prosecute this war with perseverance and assiduity, we must ever
keep in m i n d man's nobler achievements. For n o t only is the
enjoyment of them the final aim of what we are fighting for, b u t
they will also serve as balancing agents to keep us functioning in
the desired m a n n e r and progressing in the right direction.

An Open Letter
Dear Fellow Students:
Dispensing with all preliminaries and coming right to the
point, I think we need a few
school songs, don't you? Mind,
I didn't say Alma Mates, b u t
songs. My class needs a song,
your class needs a song, ard the
other fellow's class needs a song,
also so let's all get busy, a n d
start writing songs.
W e need something witl a
catchy t u n e a n d plenty of \ep
and spirit. Something like tie
student body of D u k e Universiy
sing v h e n they play the Urn
versity of N o r t h Carolina, and
something like Boston University sings when they combat
Harvard.
You all kmow what I meami

because you've heard these University a n d college songs in the
movies a n d over the radio, or
maybe you prefer being a dull
lifeless, spiritless, student body,
sitting with your chins in the
palms of your hands d u r i n g the
football a n d basketball games,
while the boys are on the field
fighting to win. Well, frankly
speaking, I d o n ' t prefer dull
games a n d if you have any spirit
about you, I don't see how you
can sit n u m b a n d quiet d u r i n g
a game whether the team is winning or losing.
But really, how do you feel
about it? I wish you would let
me know. I a m h o p i n g to hear
rom you.
Yours truly,
B A R B A R A C A N A D A , '46

Alston,

'44

D i d you know you were at
war? Has it ever occured to
you that even though you are
not in uniform, you are on a
battlefield fighting as desperately for life as your brothers,
sweethearts, and sons over seas.
Yes, you are in the fight u p to
your neck.
You laugh at the fellow who
has to go to the army; you kiss
one fellow goodbye and go dancing gaily off with another; you
get annoyed because all you
hear is war news; your only important interest are: who won
the game? W h e n is the next
dance going to be? W h y don't
Mother and D a d send me some
money? W h a t is the next interesting picture at the t h e a t r e trivial, foolish things that are
momentary a n d frivolous —
things, nevertheless, regardless of
their insignificance make u p
your world.
T h e majority of us are absolutely unaware of the serious
import of the situation you and
I are facing. Most of us forget
to wonder if all the silly little
things that make u p our world
can be snatched away from us
as readily as they were taken
from the millions of people
across the water. Few of us
realize that perhaps a crust of
bread will be as important to
us as it is to a starving Pole now,
that perhaps a ragged, tattered
pair of shoes that we scorn now
will be o u r only protection in
time, that dirt a n d sloth, unhappiness and sorrow, pain a n d
suffering humiliation and mortification will be our bedfellows,
our coat of arms a n d perhaps
our only companions.
Maybe I'm being too presumptious and perhaps much to morbid, but I think not, logically
I'm quite correct in my assumptions.
It is our fight, consequently
our duty to always do every little
thing well, overcome every obstacle, don't walk a r o u n d it,
lend a helping h a n d whenever
possible, don't overlook to do
so, be as economical as possible,
not as m u c h of a spendthrift as
possible. Because in the long
run, when your t u r n comes, it
will be the little things that
count, the things we walk
around, the things we shun as
incidental a n d insignificant.
At the m o m e n t o u r future
looks very m u c h like a pool of
onyx b u t b e h i n d every dark
cloud there is a silver lining—
so let us prepare ourselves
for when the sun breaks through
—a courageous army, strong a n d
sturdy, ready to r e b u i l d our
worlds a n d lives with clear level
heads.
Yes, it's your fight a n d mine.
Let's all pitch in a n d be sure
that we'll be the winners . . .

BUY DEFENSE
BONDS-STAMPS
_

TODAY!!
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+ Campus Slants And Other Features +
SELECTED SELECTIONS
Selections and Originals by KENNETH R. LEE

A "T"
(Tune

of

"Trees")

I think that I shall never see,
A car like my old model T.
Whose tires they were so thick and
hard,
Each bump my spinal chord was jarred
Whose parts were cheap; but hoh
smoke
I bought so many, I went broke.
When speeded up to thirty-three,
She played a tiny symphony,
I'll say this, for that hunk of tin,
'Twould get me there and back again,
Poems are made by chumps like me,
But only Ford could make a "T."

We carry the fight both day and
night,
From the land that would be free.
No enemy can compete
His ways are much too
T o build the ships and
We'll strike and he will

with us,
small,
fly the planes
fall.

Our farmers raise the food,
In quantities that we need,
Our factories make the goods,
At appalling rates of speed.
We come by land; we come by sea;
And in the air to fight;
The Eagle always with us,
Because she flies our height.

No, nevermore, will they 'tack our
shores;
Our strength is much too great
And we, the tree, will always be
Go 'way fiddle, folks is tired ot hearing The Land of Stars and Stripes.
you a squaking,
Keep silent for your betters don't you
hear that banjo talking?
About the possum's tail, she's gonna
lecture, ladies listen:
About the hair, that isn't there, and
Submitted, VIRGINIA O. COLLIER
why the hair is mSsing.
There's gonna be an overflow, said Being my friendship is far beyond control,
Noah looking solemn,
Cause Noah took thJ herald, and he Every lasting moment is eternally
yours,
read the weather column.
And so he "sot" hit hands to work, a Alertness toward you in every respect.
T
o
you, my darling, I will always
clearing timbei patches,
yearn because of your
And swore that he would build a boat
to beat the ((steamer) "Natchez." Remarkable nearness chaining me to
you.
Ole Noah kept a nailing, and a cutting I adore your ability and grooveness,
even when
and a sawirg,
And all the vicked people kept a Calling your name is like being with
you.
laughing aid a pshawing.
But Noah didn't mind dem, knowing Evading you would cause a leaking
heart.
what waf gonna happen,
And forty diys, and forty nights, the
rain she kept a drappin'.
Little you know if you were all mine
I would dance,
Now Noat had done caught a lot of And sing; even my heart would jump
every sort of beasties,
for joy.
Of all tie shows a traveling, he beat Walking with you has made wonderthefl all the pieces.
ful companionship.
He hait a Morgan Colt, and several Someday, mon chere, we will have
head of Jersey cattle,
time to love.
And orove them 'board the Ark, soons On the top you shall always be.
le heard the thunder rattle.
Never say no, darling, please not to
me.
Then such an awful fall of rain; it
Yours,
rained so dog-gone heavy,
Tie river rose immediately, and busted
PVT. W. E. BROWN
through the levee.
NOTE—This unique brief note was
The serpents hissed, the panthers
written by Private Wm. Brown and is
yelled, until with all the fussin'
You couldn't hardly hear the cook a dedicated to Beatrice Lawson.
bossin' round and "cussin'."
Now Ham, the only "Darky" that was
running on the pocket,
Got lonesome in the barber shop.
And couldn't "stan" the racket,
And so for to amuse himself, he
Some may call him just a dirty-faced
steamed
brat,
Some wood and bent it,
And then we had the banjo, the first But he's a lot more to me than that,
He's a king and rules in his tiny world
What was invented.
Where the flags of freedom unfurl.
He steamed some leather, stretched
it on,
His hair needs a comb and his overMade it into an apron,
alls are patched,
And then he made his'self a bow,
Shoes with no soles and his socks are
T'was very long and taprin.
mismatched.
He went and got a piece of tin,
But Joey has something that is truly
Made thimble for to ring it,
worth while,
And then the mighty question rose,
An honest grin and a sincere smile.
How was he gonna string it?
Now "dat" Possum had as fine a tail His face is often streaked with tears
Encountered in his big world and
As dis dat I'm a singing,
heart-felt fears,
T h e hairs was long, and slict, and
But Joey never, never stops to pout
strong;
and say,
Just right for banjo stringing.
That this old world isn't any good
Dat "Nigger" shaved them hairs as
anyway.
Short as wash-day dinner graces,
And strung 'em up according to size,
He smiles through his tears and he
From little "E" to basses.
grins when he's hurt,
He stroked her, tuned her, struck a jig, He's a king in spite of uncombed hair
T'was never mind the weather,
and dirt,
It sound like six or seven bands
King Joey is only a tiny dirty-faced
A playing all together.
boy,
Some went to singing, some to dancing, But he's got what men need: a smili
Noah called the figures,
and a heart full of joy.
And Ham just "sot" and knomked
SANDRA BOWEN, '44
the tune,
The happiest of the "Niggers."

"De Fust Banjo"

My Dearest of All

KING JOEY

Now since that time, it's mighty
strange,
There's not the slightest showing,
Of any hair at all upon the
Possum's tail a-showing.
And funny too, that "Darky's ways";
His people never loss 'em,
For where you find a "Nigger,"
There's a banjo and a possum.

Victory Poem
By CLINTON JONES
We man the guns of Victory;/
We sail the ships of sea;

Soldiers Opinions
of A . and T.
Pvt. Charles William Gamble,
from the city of love aid beauty,
better known as the rtbber city,
Akron, Ohio—"A. am T.; Right
in the groove; Gir's, Can't be
beat; Teachers, Ben: in the business; Campus, Iieal location;

Food, Solid; Team, Best sports
I have met."
•
Pvt. William E. Brown, Detroit, Michigan — "During the
short week, I found A. and T.
a joyful spot, a place where men
are men and women and women,
welcoming whomever may come
to join the vast program of educational tactics."
•
Pvt. Ellis Honealous Wakefield, Jr., Grand Rapids, Michigan—"A. and T., Fine; Girls, A
fine display of southern hospitality; Boys, On the beam."
•
Pvt. James R. Henry, Durham, North Carolina—"A. and
T. is the best yet with nothing
on N. C. State."

Moon is Down," March 18;
Faculty Play, to be announced;
Original Production, to be announced; N. I. D. A.; to be announced.
Tickets for these plays are
now on sale and they may be
purchased from the members of
the Dramatic Club. Get your
tickets at once! You'll be sorry
if you don't see "John Doe,
American."
NELDA SCOTT, '43

Ay-'n-Tea

RAMBLER

"Hey, now," are you ready
for this month's rambling-round
the circuit. I'll bet you are, so
here goes. . . .
Hats off, to West Virginia
College's "college-society." Our
footballers, returning from that
temple-of-learning report that
life, there, is very "socially" democratic. They have three canteens. In each, dancing is permitted. Of course, such is only
available to students who have
"free" periods. Can that hapA. A. has knocked Louise for pen here??? Did I hear somea 40 yard loss, eh, Waddell?
one say—perhaps, after the dura•
tion? (smile.)
Tan is in there pitching.
The Y. M. C. A. recreation
Pvt. James C. Saunders, Nashroom is now open to all male
ville, Tennessee—"A. and T. is
The gray Oldsmobile is a students, daily, three-thirty una fine school with many pretty menace on the campus.
til five-thirty. Games featured
girls who have the hospitality
•
are checkers, cards, dominoes,
soldiers appreciate. Three cheers
Mildred Massey is almost as p i n g - p o n g , and pocket-pool.
for A. and T."
cute as she thinks she is, isn't Drop in some time for a little
•
she, Mildred?
recreation.
Pvt. Albert Brewster, New•
Did y o u know that o u r
ark, New Jersey—"Everything
How does "Drip" manage to
nice that the soldiers say about walk two girls down every night? coaches are quite talented? Head
Coach DeBerry is a certified
A. and T. goes double for me."
•
Pvt. Isaac A. Keaton, Jr.,
Lampley and Ruth are doing C.I.A.A. official for football and
basketball, a N e g r o Major
Rocky Point, N. C.-"A. and T. nicely, thank you.
League Baseballer, former princiCollege as a whole is fine, and
•
pal
of Madison H. S., checker
I really like it, for I see the spirThe moochers are having a
it here should be carried out fine season, aren't they Sarah player of bon-repute! Coach
Morrow is., also, a versatile gymthroughout the good old U. S. W?
nastist. Oh yes, he is the sucA. The girls are the best yet;
•
they treat you as a soldier. Keep
"Jinxy Red" is very deter- cessor to the "man-on-the-flyingtrapeze!" Tumbling is his hobthe flag waving!"
mined, Jeanette.
by!
Coach Clark, as you may al•
•
ready
know, is the N. C. MiddleWho is it, V. Brown, Bailey
Eulie W. Bellinger, Cpl. A. U.
weight title-holder in "fisticuffs."
or
Cohen?
S., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
He really is a clever exponent
•
—'Arriving at your destination
of "Punch." Did someone say
Pete Boothe is back in the —an'-Judy? Coach King, who
in the early hours of a cool
morning in October should tend saddle again.
should not be new to you, is a
•
to give one a rather dubious imbaseballer, swimmer, boxer, and
Candidates for campus lovers: "trainer" of distinction. All are
pression of his new station, but
Powell — Bernice
this bit of psychology was not
renowned A. and T. Footballers
Jean — Sam
borne out in the least upon our
with C. U. Deberry of A. and T.
arrival here. From the fireman
•
basketball fame, also!!
in the furnace room, through
Miss Physical Fitness is most
Y o u r Windsor Community
the guiding hand of the Dean certainly physically fit.
Center, 1300 Gorrell Street, inof Men, the conduct of the per•
sonnel of this instution has been
The "Mail boxes" have been vites all to take advantage of its
exemplary of the highest ideals treated like step-children; no- recreational program. It is curof democracy in even the most body wants them, not even the rently offering the following recreational facilities as a FREE
minute detail. The soldier stu- buildings.
community service daily, 7 p. m.
dents are over-enthused on be•
ing selected to attend the course
A. and T.'s calling hours be- to 10 p. m.: volleyball, badminhere, we of the staff can only tween 7 and 9 should be cur- ton, shuffleboard, basketball,
echo our joy with a delightful tailed so the boys can give Ben- boxing, quiet games room and
club room. The freshman sophsmile of satisfaction."
nett a break.
omore, junior and senior classes
•
of
Greensboro Colleges a r e
Wash, gets around to more
girl friends than girl friends get urged to form club or class teams
and participate in the league
around to him.
tournaments that will ensue.
•
Yes,
FREE.
V. Teal's hair-do is very beBennett certainly has a fine
coming, wonder what she did
Freshman class this year declare
with the old one?
prominent judges of feminine
•
Are you a good Americai?
Joyner is in for the duration pulchritude hailing from the A.
Tien you will certainly wait and six months thereafter; how and T. house-o'-knowledge.
to see the great three-act phy about it Sadie?
A hearty "thank-you" to the
"John Doe, American," to le
'BANNER" for entertaining the
•
presented in the Richard 1.
Seems like J. Massey (the Register staff in such nice fashHarrison Auditorium on Nocrooner)
can make a hit with ion 'ere three weeks ago. Hold
<mber 18, 1942, by the Richarl
on gals, we'll reciprocate soon.
B. Harrison Players. "John Doe any number of Bennett Chicks,
Welcome to Big Bill Saunders
but
can't
get
to
first
base
with
a
American," is a story of a man's
who hails from the "Big Apple"
certain
A.
and
T.
co-ed.
What's
sacrifice. To describe the plot
and is a late "find" of Coach
would only spoil the injoyment wrong with the guy V. H.? Or Archie Morrow. Tipping the
is
something
wrong
with
you?
of those who plan to attend the
scales at two-hundred and sixty•
performance. Mr. Charles G.
five pounds and with stamina
"POME"
Green is the director of the play
and ability "to-boot" he fills one
\t
first
the
rationed
sugarand the cast is as follows: Misses
of the guard spots in A. and T.'s
Then
went
the
coffee
too!
Mankie Blackmore, Helen Gal"air-conditioned air-tight line."
loway, Nelda Scott, Mary Lee i don't think doughnuts taste Let's go, Bill; Let's go.
so
well
Patterson, Katherine Howard
As a "promising A. and T .
and Emma Boone, and Messrs. Liless they're dunked—do you?
Back" A n d r e w Byers bears
John Massey, George White,
V bandit brave
watching. On the main-stem
Henry Joyner, Edward Boothe,
Vas Pistol Pete—
they predict that he's good for
James Miller and Scottie Frile
killed
a
cop
a few "T-downs" as soon as our
orm
day. " J
Doe, American" is
Je
got
the
heat!
coaches
spring him out-of-thethe first in a series of plays to
bag!
P
S.
(He's
still
steaming)
be presented by the Richard B.
•
Also deserving a keen-eye that
Harrison Players.
Wat's wrong with Sandra freshman holding down the secThe other plays are: "The and Tim-looks like a "Blue" ond-string "end" position. BunLittle Foxes," January 28; "The work Hub?
(Continued on Page 4)

"John Doe
American"
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Virginia State Trojans
Take Big End of Score
In Homecoming Game
Virginia State College's T r o j a n eleven, driving relentlessly
in quest of the CIAA gridiron
title, t u r n e d in a sensational 19
to 6 victory over the A. a n d T .
Aggies at Memorial Stadium on
Saturday, November 14 as 4,000
alumni a n d friends of the college returned here for the homecoming game.
J o e T h o m p k i n s , freshman
T r o j a n star, a n d Walter Hurkey, giant left end of the State
eleven, formed a passing combination which turned the tide
on an aggressive and hardhitting
Aggie eleven which didn't take
the licking laying down.

T h e first score was made
when T o m p k i n s passed to Hurond quarter. T h e same d u o repeated later in the q u a r t e r for
key for a touchdown in the secanother tally. Porter, T r o j a n
halfback, bucked over from the
one yard line to score the third
touchdown for the visitors in
early moments of the third
quarter.
Watkins, of A. a n d T . intercepted a T r o j a n pass in the
fourth quarter to set u p the Aggie score. A r m o u r smashed off
tackle for the score shortly before the game ended.

N A O M I OF A. & T.
Dear Readers: Naomi is back
at A. and T . again this year. So
please do not forget to write
to her to help you solve your
problems. She will gladly give
you advice on any matters. Just
write in to Box 96, A. and T .
College. You need not sign
your correct name. Your answer
will be published in the next
edition of the Register.
Dear Naomi:
I have a problem that is worrying me very much. I have been
offered a government job with
good pay. I am a senior with
only 20 more hours to do. Would
you please advise me whether
to accept the job or remain in
school and finish. My parents
have left it to me.
"Worried"
Dear Worried:
Your problem is more or less
the making of a decision which
you and you alone will have to
solve. It is true that there is
plenty of money to be made
from government jobs. Y o u
would have a chance to save for
post-war days. Yet on the other
h a n d , since you are here in
school with only one quarter's
work to do in order to meet your
requirements for a degree, why
not stay here and complete your
work. Also you might ask to be
deferred u n t i l March 1st. If
you cannot get the same' job,
there will be others.
Naomi
Dear N a o m i :
I leave for the army in a few
days a n d my girl friend, w h o is
a sophomore, wants me to marry
her before I go. I think we
should wait until I return.
Please advise me. I am a junior.
"Undecided"
Dear Undecided:
By all means wait a little
longer. Your girl f r i e n d is
young, so are yo.u. I n the course
of a few years, you may realize
that you two were n o t m e a n t
for each other. T h e n , too, separation does funny things sometimes. If you two married, what
would she do while you were
away; she could not remain here
in school. T h i n k of the chances
of your not coming back, or if
you should r e t u r n lame or cripple. W h a t effect would that
have on her. T h i n k of all these
things very carefully a n d weigh
the pros a n d cons, then act accordingly.
Naomi
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Aggies Down
Panthers, 8-7
T h e U n i o n Panthers, of Richmond, Va., invaded this city,
Saturday night, October 17, but
were repelled by the fierce
ground attack of the A. and T .
Aggies by an 8 to 7 score.
Some 3,000 fans were present
in Memorial Stadium to see the
Aggies in their second conference game of the season a n d also to see the once-highly publicized Fred " C a n n o n b a l l " C o o p
er in action.
T h e Aggies got their initial
tally in the first few minutes of
the first period when Grady
Smith, Aggie end, blocked a
kick by Cooper on Union's fiveyard line a n d recovered the ball
outside the end zone for a
safety. T h e Aggie touchdown
came in the third quarter after
Armour and Powell, halfback
a n d fullback respectively, h a d
worked the pigskin from their
16-yard stripe to Union's 35yard market, where Powell raced
over right guard for the touchdown. T h e kick by D o u b was
no good.

T h e Union goal came during
the waning moments of the
fourth period. Aided by a series
of penalties on A. and T., the
"Cannonball" worked the ball
u p to tlie Aggies' seven-yard line,
from which place Culberson,
end, received a flat pass from
Cooper for the Panther touchdown. T h e kick by Darden
was good.
T h e Panthers, led by the
hard-fighting a n d still sensational Cooper, threatened to score
at two other times during the
same. T h e y made their first
threat in the last few minutes
of the second quarter when
Cooper intercepted a pass by
George Waltz, Aggie quarterJames P. Russell, June grad- back, to r u n from the Aggies'
uate of Dudley High
School, 45-yard stripe for a 24-yard
Greensboro, N. C, who was the dash. Penalties on U n i o n weakwinner of an Alpha Phi Alpha ened their efforts, and when the
scholarship, awarded by Kappa whistle blew for the end of the
Lambda,
graduate
chapter of first half, they were stalled on
the Fraternity
in the Greens- the Ajgies' 31-yard marker.
boro-High Point area. Mr. RusT h e visitors worked themsell, whose record was consider- selves u p to the Aggies' 26-yard
ed better than that of any male line In the game's last few
graduate in the area, is now en- moments of play, but an interrolled at A. and T.
College, cepticn by Brown on his 14-yard
Greensboro.
stripe placed the game safely into Ajgie hands.
T i e Aggies stayed in Union
Fortnighter's Club
terriory for most of the ball
Do you know that it is rather ganx\ but offered their greatest
appalling to realize how many touchdown threats in the fjrst,
of us so-called intelligent young seccnd a n d fourth periods. Afmen and women are vague about ter having kicked off to U n o n
what is going on in the world. in the first period and having
W e w h o are destined to m o u l d tin ball r e t u r n e d to them on the
our country into what it is to i'oirth play, through the supeib
be—we who are to raise the chil- ruining of A r m o u r , t h ey
dren of the world to come—we b o u g h t the ball back from tie
who are to teach the coming gen- md-field stripe to Union's 20
erations—we who believe in de- y.rd line. An attempt to score
mocracy are sheer at the Totali- ly means of the air lanes proved
tarian government—we who call hefficient.
ourselves cultured a n d learned I n the second quarter, Dougare really rather barbaric a n d ass, halfback, and Armour, carmost ignorant.
ried the ball to Union's fourT h e Fortnighters' C l u b is de- yard line only to have penalties
signed to h e l p us-out of this pre- neutralize their chance for tallydi:ament — designed as a place ing. T h e Aggies were on Union's
wlere the few of us w h o do learn six-yard marker in the fourth
car enlighten the great many o quarter with only a yard to go
to make a first down. T h e stubu s w h o don't know.
I know that you, like I, detet born Virginian line, on the next
b a n g an ostrich— (burying yotr play a n d fourth down, held the
head in the sand). So why rot Bulldogs within one inch of
shtke the gravel off and join ae m a k i n g it.
T h o m a s A r m o u r covered the
Fcrtnighter's Club a n d k e e p j p
most yardage for the Aggies, a n d
witlf the world.
fullback,
Watch the bulletin boardsfor Powell, hard-hitting
trailed h i m . Grady Smith, end,
th; date of the first meeting
Julius Monteiro, center, a n d
Will you be there? I wjfj
J E A N E T T E ALSTON W i l l i a m PryOr stayed busy

Yellow Jackets Eke Out
7-6 Win Over Aggies
Approximately t h r e e thou
sand wide-eyed fans gazed in
tently at the chalk striped grid
iron as the Yellow Jackets of Institute, West Virginia eked out
a 7-6 victory over a fighting ag

S

PORTS...
P0RTLIGHT

By Sam Brooks

As the spotlight is locused upon the passing parade of sports,
various and spectacular gird Stars
a n d luminaries have come under the scrunity of this scribe.
Many and startling have been
the outcomes of major gridiron
clashes. So hectic and unpredictable has been the current
season, so far, that the pigskin
prognosticators are frantically
placing their order for a second
supply of the "cle reliable"
headache chaser aspirin.
Pacing the field are such major
upsets as: Georgia Tech's victory
over Notre Dame. Michigan's
triumph over Great Lakes, Bluefield's 6-6 tie with mighty Morgan, Notre Dame's resounding
rout of a bewildered Iowa SeaHawk's Eleven, and Wisconsin's startling victory over previously unbeaten, untied Ohio
State.
Among the stars of the current season are such gridiron
greats as: Frankie Sinkwich of
Georgia; Angelo Bertelli o f
Notre Dame, and Julian Franks,
Michigan's sensational S e p i a
guard. Sports writers already
are singing the praises of Franks,
who is in there Saturday upon
Saturday smashing enemy lines
wide open.
Now coming into our "own
backyard" we find such names
a s Freddie Cooper, Union's
courageous All-ClAA back, who
after being out of harness all
last season because of a shoulder
a n d back injury that would
have caused the average player
to h a n g u p the togs permanently, is again on the rampage
and who will probably be the
back of the season. I n t o the
same category are such names as
All-America a n d All-CIAA Oscar Givens of Morgan, Captains
Monteiro and Smith of A. and
T., and Jack Brayboy of Smith.
Yes indeed, the current football season is all that has been
said about this thrilling national
pastime. From now on throughout the entire season, all eyes
will glued intently u p o n the
passing p a n o r a m a of pigskin
"palookas" who pass, p u n t and
p o u n d their paths to potential
a n d actual pigskin praises and
paradise u p o n the immortal All\ m e r i c a n squads of this great
tountry.
bbcking, tackling a n d knockdovn kicks.
The U n i o n passing machine,
composed of Cooper, Askerneese a n d Davis, accounted for
most if the yardage gained by
the irvaders. O n the l i n e ,
Howarc Irvin, tackle, a n d Culberson, ind stood out as m a i n
cogs. It was easily seen, however, tha< the " C a n n o n b a l l , "
although lot the same player
w h o ran r a n p a n t in conference
circles in 194), is still the leader
a n d patje-aette frjr his team. .

gregation of Aggie Bulldogs
from A. and T . College down in
Greensboro, N o r t h Carolina.
T h e Aggies drew first blood
when diminutive William "the
Charlottesville Express" Brown
took a short r u n n i n g pass from
T o m m y Armour, Aggie tailback,
and raced some sixty odd yards
for a touchdown, aided by superb downfield blocking from
his teammates.
T h e extra point attempt by
J i m Rowe, Aggie guard, was a
heartbreaker. W h a t seemed to
be a perfect conversion that
would have tied the ball game
hit the crossbar, a n d tottered
uncertainly, then fell back for
no point. Disappointed but undaunted, the Aggies settled down
to the .ask of stopping the
enemy.
T h e Yellow Jackets
dazed at ,he suddenness with
which the visitors h a d struck,
threw play uoon play at the opposition, b u t the Aggies refused
to yield the ceveted touchdown.
O p e n i n g th? fourth period
the 'Jackets' goiden opportunity
came when Brown's kick went
out of bounds on his own
twenty-eight yard line. At this
point the Yellow Jackets took
over with venom ii their sting.
T h e previously frustrated Juggernaught began to roll. Using
one of the most poverful end
sweeps imaginable, tley pulled
out the entire forward wall for
interference, and drove deep into enemy territory with the Aggies fighting gallantly every inch
of the way.
After successive attempts by
Wilson, Lynch, and Housen, the
West Virginia aggregation retched paydirt. T h e try for e x r a
point was made by Johnny Hoin
the quarterback, who, sensing
the importance of this point,
dropped back, as a hush fell
over the crowd and booted a perfect placekick to clinch the victory.

The Ay-'n-Tea
Rambler
(Continued from Page 3)
dy-Bundridge got off to a slow
start, b u t is now showing the
guys on the main-stem that he
can take care of "his-end." H e
hails from Pittsburgh..
Hats off!!! T o the group of
soldiers who are sharing our
campus, faculty, a n d class rooms
with us. "You're a fine" lot.
W e welcome you a n d trust that
your sojourn • here will prove
pleasant a n d profitable.
We are, certainly producing
our share a n d more of good
Second "Lieu-eees." T h e very
latest to visit Alma Mater were
Lieut. Meadows a n d Lieut. Stevenson. Mr. Meadows will see
service w i t h the Engineer's
Corps. Mr. Stevenson will be
active with the Infantry. W e ' r e
p r o u d of you, Fellars!
For Xmas-Vacation mourners
we wax poetic and say:
" W h e n buttercups bloom in the
meadows, then,
Perhaps, you'll see home again;
B U T , if your home's not far
away
You MAY kiss your M O M on
Xmas Day."
Soldiers and Sailors get the Railway BREAK,
'Cause, after all, they've got
more a t S T A K E !
H . GASKIN
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AMONG
Kappa Komment

THE

the evening Dr. Logan made us
to know of the many programs
which Alpha Phi Alpha has
taken the lead in for the betterment of the race, among which
was the fight to bring before
the public the evils of the white
primary as it exists in the South.
The occasion was enjoyed tremendously and will take a prominent place in the history of
Beta Epsilon.
During the entire week of!
November 30 to December 7,
Beta Epsilon Chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity together
with Alpha Phi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority will
sponsor a bond and stamp selling drive. During this period,
in addition to the selling of
stamps and bonds, and the collecting of scrap metal, paper
and other things essential for
victory, we will present two
speakers during t h e chapel
hours. We hope that the faculty
and student body will support
this drive for we all know that
Bonds Plus Stamps Spell Victory! ! !
RICHARD EPPS, '44

GREEKS
The Lampodas Club
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AND
Sunday School News

The Lampodas Club of the
No institution can run sucOmega Psi Phi Fraternity again cessfully without religious backwishes to extend greetings to the ground. Religious background
freshmen, soldiers and new stu- —not of the hypocritical type but
dents, and hope that they have that type which is strong as the
found A. 8c T. to be a pleasant sea and as sincere as a curate's
place to live.
prayer.
We opened the year with great
In this time of crisis — God,
ambition, new inspiration, and though intangible, is the only
many modern ideas. On Friday, positive thing we can hold on to.
October 30, we presented to the It is our faith, strengthened by
student body our annual chapel faith of our forefathers, that will
program, in the form of a play. hold us together when everyThe play was entitled "The thing else shall fail.
Early Life of a Freshman on
Our Sunday School is the
Our Campus." Saturday, Octo- place to develop this infinite
ber 31, the Lampodas Club en- faith—it is the training ground
tertained the Pyramid Club of for future valiant faithful souls
the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority —souls who will emerge from
with a theatre party. The party this struggle to make our counwas enjoyed by everyone, and we try a better, finer place in which
are looking forward to many to live, move and follow our
more "get-togethers."
pursuits of happiness.
The
officers
for
the
year
are:
Let us all meet each and every
After the initiation ceremony
president, Burleigh C. Webb; Sunday morning at 10 a. m. to
was completed all of the new and
secretary, Bro. James Dawkins; strengthen our fellowship on a
old brothers as well as graduate
treasurer, Bro. F. D. Whitted; Christian basis.
brothers were entertained at a
chaplain, Bro. Allen Williams;
As one comrade to another—
banquet at the Paramount Grill
high executor, Bro. William you will not be wasting your
at which time Brother W. L.
Cupple; assistant high executor, time.
Kennedy acted as toastmaster.
Bro. James Gilliam. Other memI shall expect you.
Greetings were extended to the
bers are: Bros. Charles George,
Sincerely,
new brothers by the brothers of
Marion George, Andrew Byers,
Alpha Nu and by the following With The Alumni
JEANETTE ALSTON,
Horace Davis, Allen Williams,
graduate brothers: S. B. SimReporter.
Are you interested in the Edgar Murphy, George Akers,
mons, C. R. A. Cunningham, K.
M. Keyes, D. L. Boger, C. R. alumni? Well, this column will Robert Harrell, Robert Brown,
Harris, C. G. Green, F. Corbett, try to let you know what they're Maryland Banner, Arthur Gist,
Willis Daniels, Sylvester Bailey, Agricultural Association
and Pvt. Glover. All brothers doing.
It's
true
that
Jane
Ziegler
is
Edward Waddell, Elbert Eaddell
made renewed efforts for the
At this time, we the members
perpetuation of a good spirit to teaching secretarial science in and our newly-made Bro. Oliver of the Agricultural Association
Wadesboro.
With
her
is
Minnie
C. Harris.
survive in these times and sang
would like to congratulate the
We regret that several of our new students upon your choice
with a spirit of happiness and Dowdell, instructor of English.
Melvina
Penn
is
teaching
Home
brothers were unable to be with of school and hope that you will
great tidings. After the banquet all brothers serenaded the Economics in Dillard High in us this year, but we are happy find A. and T. the ideal place
campus and especially the Annie Goldsboro, N. C. Speaking of to know that most of them are upon which to continue your
Holland Hall which is custom- Home Economics, Hazel Old- in the armed forces serving for education. We are sure that
ary after all initiations. Sunday ham is really going places. She the common cause. They are you have come here to achieve
November 1, all brothers attend is head of the newly opened Bros. Joseph McKinney, T. J. some educational goal. Due to
ed church service paying their Home Ec. Department at Palmer Evans and H. Collidge Powers, the present world condition, it
Memorial Institute.
all in the army; Bros. Andrew
tribute to God.
The army has its share of for- Allen, J. C. Smith, and Edward is necessary that you take the
We urge all freshmen to study mer Aggies. Just a few are Eu- Woodson, whose whereabouts best advantage of your time
while here.
hard to make good scholarship gene Henderson, Gerard Gray, are unknown.
The officers for this year are
for each year after the first Otis Alston, John Winston, DerWith the brothers we have
quarter, the chapter gives a tui- ick Davis, and Joseph Colson. fighting for us, our country is as follows: Clarence B o n d s ,
president; Jessie Francis, vice
tion scholarship to the ranking Quite a few of our alumni are on the road to victory!
president; George McDaniel, secmember of the freshman class with the NaVy Band at Chapel
Reporter: O. TOWNSEL, '44 retary; C. L. Fox, assistant secand entertain the twenty-five Hill: Willie Curry, Walter Carlretary; Slade T. Lloyd, treasurer;
ranking members at a "Fresh- son, and Warmoth Gibbs, Jr.
and Prof. Rudolph Grandy and
man Scholarship Social" during They are often seen wearing Pyramid Club News
the winter quarter. In this way their dress blues.
There is really no point in faculty advisors. We regret that
we feel that we are helping to
In defense industries William standing still—when an organi- a few of our ex-members were
make you realize the value of Jones, James Mountain, Howard zation ceases to progress it is null unable to return this year, but
good scholarship in college liv- Daniels, Junious Haith, and and void and really a waste of we are glad to know that some
ing. Prepare now to do good William Childs are taking their time. The Pyramid Club is of them have the honor and
and be represented among this places.
definitely a fast-moving organi- distinction of serving in different
group of twenty-five. K e e p
Other professors are James zation—each of its members try- branches of the armed forces.
striving for higher grounds of Warren and Lewis Johnson at ing her best to always put her
We are looking forward to a
achievement.
Henderson I n s t i t u t e . Ann best foot forward and her mind busy and prosperous school year.
MARION C. GEORGE, '44
Our motto for this crisis is: Wright and Ruth Craige are at on the finer things of life. Each
Reporter
"All that we have we give it the State School for Deaf, Dumb member realizing that perfection
freely in order that we may live and Blind at Raleigh. Dora can not be attained without a
and others as well as ourselves." Traynham and Ellen Dabney are valiant struggle—each of them
determined to prove that it is
teaching in Winston-Salem.
Until next month, I am
Freshman N.F.A. Chapter
Yours in the Kappa way,
Alumni seen at games: Ann worth fighting for.
HERMAN H. HOLLEY
Wright, Samuel Littlejohn, ClinThe freshman chapter of New
We entertained the pledges to
Kappa Kommentator
ton Ethridge, William Alburgh, the A. K. A. Sorority in an ef- Farmers of America met OctoRobert Gilchrist, Minnie M. fort to obtain better understand- ber 29, 1942, in the Agricultural
Dowdell, Walter Solomon, Rob- ing among us—the effoit was very building for the purpose of
ert Sebastian, Walter Oldham, successful.
electing its officers for the folAlpha News
Joseph Barnhill, Jeremiah King,
We zre planning to do many lowing y e a r . The following
The brothers of Beta Epsilon Hamilton Flowers, Ruth Craig, more things in the future- officers were elected: Secretary,
wish to congratulate the newly William Childs and Jesse Ban- things that will make you proud Oura Mazette of Hertford counto know; and our "Bij Sisters" ty; Treasurer, Wilson Lee of
initiated members of Kappa Al- ner.
LOIS F. HOWARD proud to have been our inspira- Halifax C o u n t y ; Reporter,
pha Psi, and we are sure that
Houston Melven of Cumberland
tion.
these neophvtes in the Greek
realm will add immeasurably to Ivy Leaf Pledge Club
I sliould like to take this op- County and chairman of Protheir organization and to the
portunity to welcome the fol- gram of work committee, Cola
college. We can all attest to
We, the members of t h e lowing new members to our fold Newsome, State N. F. A. Presithe fact that they felt relieved pledge club to the Alpha Kappa with a fervent prayer that we dent.
on the morning after the night Alpha Sorority, are pleased to will all make Delta Signa TheThis is a new organization of
before.
say that we have added three ta: Misses Anna Heiderson, Freshmen only. Its purpose is
At the first forum of the year, members to our family. They Dorothy Maynor, Clara VI. Tur- keep former N. F. A. members
we had the pleasure of hearing are: Eva De Milo Bradley, Etta ner, Frances Hyman, Juanita well informed of N. F. A. activiBro. Rayford W. Logan, Dean Aleane Yatkins, and Sadie Eliza- Mathews, Mankie Blackmore, ties so that upon graduation
each one will be able to conduct
and Carrie Payton.
of the Graduate School of How- beth Howard.
ard University a n d General
Recently the Pyramid Club Since it is our aim to stive for a lively chapter.
The chapter is under the diPresident of Alpha Phi Alpha. entertained us at i social. Guests tbe better things in life and to
After the 4 forum, I*eta Epsilon of both pledge cubs were pres- associate with only the jure in I rection of Mr. C. E. Dean of the
joined with the ,p aotaate chap- ent. We wish to thank them for spirit and clean in hear—we'll Agricultural and Technical Colbe coming your way soon
lege. Several members of the
ter, Kappa Lambda.fSn a smoker a most enjoyable evening.
Respectfully submitted,
senior chapter of the N. F. A.
at the home of Bro. Dr. Evans,
Until next time—Cheerio!
JEANETTE ALJTON. chapter assisted in the elecfekMa
honoring Bro. Iioge*. Bsuring
VIRGINIA OMEGA COLLIER

Alpha Nu Chapter of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity after the
initiation of sixteen new brothers into the chapter on the evening of October 31, are back on
the job. The brothers who
have just crossed the burning
sand into the land of Kappadom
to receive the nourishment of
Phi Nu Pi are as follows: Brothers Edward Bowden Allen; John
Edward Alston, Jr., William
Mathews Bristow, John Erskine
Forte, John Thomas Gibson,
Needham Gee, Earl Amoedus
Johnson, Henry Hubert Joyner,
John Kenneth Lee, Carl Linwood Manuel, Johnny H. Peterson, Samuel Cecil Reed, Jr.,
Thomas Cornelius S a w y e r ,
Lewis J. Smyre, Albert Harry
Saddler and George Edward
Tillett.

OTHERS
with their president, Mr. Lockwood Love, presiding.
All members have pledged
themselves to a hard year's
work in order that the goal of
the chapter might be accomplished.
HOUESTON MELVIN
Reporter

The Crescent Club
The Crescent Club of the Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity is back
on the job after a long summer
vacation. The club regrets that
loss of two of its brothers, Wendell McArthur, who is now in
the armed forces, and Paul
Cooper, who is employed in a
defense industry position.
In the first official meeting the
following officers were elected:
Alonza Peggins, president; Stanley C. McCorkle, s e c r e t a r y ;
Leonidas Young, t r e a s u r e r .
Other members are Archie Wiley
and E. Jefferies.
Each brother is very active
and the club is doing fine. In
the near future, a number of
our plans will be exhibited.
STANLEY C. McCORKLE,
Reporter

The Eta Chapter
The Eta Chapter of the Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity has begun
its year of function with great
ambition and enthusiasm. Various programs are being planned
to meet the interest of our fellowman. Several of the Brothers have returned to school, but
others haven't, due to the present day disturbances.
Officers elected were Joseph
Threadgill, president; Sinclair
McCorkle, vice-president; Wilmer A. Pennix, secretary; Eddie
Cecil, treasurer; and Brother
Threadgill, acting dean of
pledgees..
It is this chapter's sincere desire to do everything possible to
help defend America, and.to uphold the ideals of democracy.
We will do our part here on the
home front, which is a great step
toward victory.
Reporter,
WILMER A. PENNIX, '43

Ivy Leaf Pledge Club
We, the members of the pledge
club to the Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, are pleased to say that
we have added three members
to our family. They are Eva
De Milo Bradley, Etta Aleane
Watkins, and Sadie Elizabeth
Howard.
Recently the Pyramid Club
entertained us at a social. Guests
of both pledge clubs were present. We wish to thank them
for a most enjoyable evening.
At present we are preparing
for a chapel program.
Until next time—Cheerio!
VIRGINIA O. COLLIER,
Reporter.

The Farmerettes
On the starry evening of October 27th, a group of girls could
be seen crossing hill and dale to
attend their first meeting of the
year. The Farmerettes and Miss
Clift, their adviser, were on their
way to the cow barn of the A.
and T. farm.
After milking practice, Mr.
Wiggins took us through the
new milk house and ice cream
manufacturing plant. We were
indeed interested in the new
buildings and equipment.
T H E HAYSEED REPORTER
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Governor
Delivers Main
Address
(Continued from Page 1)
rection of James B. Parsons, offered music for the procession.
T h e speaker was introduced by
Judge Charles Hines, chairman
of the trustee board of the college, who said, " N o r t h Carolina
has h a d many fine a n d distinguished men in its long line of
governors, but, without an attempt to make a comparison,
none has excelled the speaker
for today in ability, patriotism,
and love for all the people of
the state."
T h e governor o p e n e d his
speech by paying tribute of Dr.
James B. Dudley, the institution's second president, and the
late Dr. M. C. S. Noble, who was
chairman of the board of trustees
for more than 35 years. H e commended the military aspects of
the occasion, the pre-flight navy
band, which was formed a r o u n d
a nucleus of A. and T . former
students and graduates, and the
anti-aircraft trainees who are
taking special courses at the college.
L a u d i n g President F. D. Bluford and the college for successfully meeting the problems of
the times, the governor stated
that he had attempted to carry
out his promises concerning his
contributions to the progress of
A. and T . and would continue
to give his wholehearted support
to the institution.
T h e governor warned, however, " W e not onlv should pay
tribute to the founders, b u t also
should keep in m i n d their objectives. T h e y wanted to train
young men and women to do
skillful iobs." Stating that the
armv h a d to do what the college
should have done many years
before—give the voung people
of the country skill and the capacity to do, the governor declared, " T h e n u m b e r of physically unfit a n d u n t r a i n e d men
in the country is a serious indictment on the colleges of the
country." H e said that it is the
duty of the college to prepare
young men to use their hands
skillfully a n d to build strong,
healthy individuals.
Speaking of the brighter aspects of the present international crisis. Governor Broughton
said, " T h e war, with all its
tragedies, is lifting the youth of
the country out of its slothfulness." Mentioning the fact that
various "notions" are undergoing changes during this war, he
expressed the necessity of organizations a n d groups sacrificing
animosities and prejudices. H e
warned against the adoption of
the opinion by individuals that
the war won't last long and
stated, " T h e war situation is
grim a n d desperate, a n d it will
take the wholehearted and untiring efforts of all the American
people to emerge victorious."
I n conclusion, the governor
said, "If we be true to the challenge of the hour, we will be
able to continue singing " T h e
Star Spangled Banner."
O t h e r speakers heard on the
program were Alvin V. Blount,
president of the A. and T . student council, w h o brought greetings from the student body, Prof.
S. B. Simmons, director of vocational a g r i c u l t u r e , w h o
brought g r e e t i n g s from the
alumni, and Atty. H . C. Wilson,
of Greensboro, who brought
g r e e t i n g s from the city of
Greensboro. T h e college choir
directed by Prof. Charles Colm a n gave special music.
President Bhfford introduced
the following visitors: Dr. C. T .

W h i t t e n , W . R. Vaughan, Rev.
J. J. Green, Supt. Clyde Erwin,
J u l i a n Price a n d Guy Phillips
(members of the board of trustees); Dr. Charlotte Hawkins
Brown, president of Palmer Memorial Institute, Sedalia, Principal J. A. Tarpley, of Dudley
high school, E. R. Hodgin, secretary-treasurer of A. a n d T . ,
a n d Representative T h o m a s
T u r n e r , of the state House of
Representatives. H e also introduced the official staff of the R.
O. T . C , Lt. Col. R a y m o n d F.
Edwards, commanding officer,
1st Lt. A r t h u r W . Ferguson and
1st Lt. J. C. H a r l a n , a n d Major
F. L. Shope, who is in command
of the anti-aircraft trainees.
After the program the preflight navy b a n d gave a concert
in Harrison Auditorium.
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Aggies' Homecoming Queen

A. & T. Student Makes
Progress In Army
F O R T McCLELLAN, A l a Pvt. Charles V. Lynn of Lincoln,
111., is displaying a neat pair of
heels to his fellow-trainees on
the training fields here at the
Branch
Immaterial
Replacement T r a i n i n g Center.
T h e strapping, 216-pound Negro soldier packs a deceiving
pair of legs u n d e r n e a t h that towering frame and covers ground
with a speed that has amazed his
officers.
However, if any had witnessed
the P e n n Intercollegiate Relays
last year they would have h a d
the tip-off on Private Lynn.
H e carried t h e colors
of
Greensboro
Agriculture
and
Technical College, Greensboro,
N. C , in those races, giving a
good account of himself, a n d
came within inches of shattering the Colored Intercollegiate
Athletic Association's existing
shot-put records.
T h e big fellow also tossed the
plate in the discus throw in a
m a n n e r calculated to give promise of better things to come—all
this while still a sophomore.
However, the promising young
athlete is "carrying the ball" for
a new coach this fall a n d is
mighty proud of it. He's a member of Co. A, 2nd Bn., 1st Reg.,
at the B I R T C here and when
he completes his basic training
is hopeful of entering an officer
candidate school.
Private Lynn was a business
administration student at the
Greensboro College and he
hopes to be able to finish his
education after "this job is
done."
Besides his track accomplishments he won letters in football
a n d boxing at college b u t is
especially p r o u d of having attained a high scholastic standing, a fact which he dwells u p o n
with emphasis.

Pre-Halloween Dance
(Continued from Page 1)
the social committee.
From eight until eleven-thirty,
the gymnasium echoed music,
dancing a n d laughter. Yes, Mr.
Bowling was there with his recordings a n d the jitterbugs
really j u m p e d in their regalias.
T h o s e of you who weren't
there, certainly missed some
sights. Eddie Cecil made my
hair stand on ends when he
made his dramatic entrance. Mr.
Roberts made my sides almost
burst from laughter, and Wilmer
Pinnex a n d Mr. Grandy kept
m e guessing practically t h e
whole evening.
T h e gymnasium was decorated most appropriately a n d the
lively costumes a d d e d to the
gaiety and spirit of the.evening.
An enjoyable time was h a d by
all, I am sure.
B A R B A R A C A N A D A , '43

the course of events demanded.
All of these pictures of A. and T .
students and alumni well justified the Greek's idea of homecoming a n d what it meant to
each student here at A. and T .
For those whe) came to this
great Alma Mater, surely it
was indeed gratifying to each student. As you saw these students
in the uniforms of Uncle Sam,
and the Aggies fighting h a r d yet the usual floats were not rolling around, please remember
that we were behind the Aggies
and our boys in the II. S. A., and
the only way to do it, was to
work harder in everything that
we did, said or thought.
Although the Aggies failed to
win the much sought after victory, we cheered with a double
portion of spirit. Stood u p by
our two A l u m n i Coaches — DeBerry and Morrow. T h e y gave
all the energy, effort a n d endurance for our t e a m - a n d they
went singing "Praise, the Lord
and Pass the A m m u n i t i o n . " W e
did our part. Yes, those cheer
leaders were there jumping,
cheering, becoming emotionally
upset at intervals. Yes, President Bluford a n d other guests
were there waiting for the last
bit of a m m u n i t i o n to be used
u p by the Aggies, and although
the victory was not ours we
took our defeat with the sort of
sportsmanship that has always
characterized our institution.
A. V. B.

Judge Hines Makes
Second Appearance
Miss Gwendolyn Peterson o{ Thomasville, N. C , who was crowned
Miss A. and T. oi 1942-1943.

Negro Should
Fight For Rights
(Continued from Page 1)
less the Negro fights to better
his economic and social status.
Dr. Logan declared that the
focus of the public eye on the
poll tax, democratic primary and
other evils is a direct result of
the war. H e further stated, "It
is necessary that we take advantage of the time to wage
counter offensives. T h e forces of
justice at the Peace Conference
will be no stronger than the
forces of justice in the U n i t e d
States at that time; therefore,
if we don't seek to correct the
present evils, there will be the
same injustices at the peace
table. I hope 25 years hence,
the Negro will n o t chide us as
we are chiding the Negro of 25
years ago."
T h e speaker admonished the
men of the audience to get in
the frame of m i n d to light a n d
to go ahead in the army as fast
as possible. If we stand back
a n d let the white m a n fight this
war. then it will be the white
man's country a n d he will have
the right '.o do as he pleases.
At the end of this war he
stated, there will be a wave of
pacifism sweeping throughout
the American colleges anci universities. O n e of the moves to
be set uo will be the attempt
to abolisi the R. O. T . C. units
in the o u n t r y before the war
began.
Dr. L o g a n continued, "If
there a r e few Negro soldiers,
there will be a few Negro officers. <Vnd if there are only a
few Necro officers when the next
war cones around, a new figit
for Negro soldiers will be necessary."
Dr. logan, who was an army
officer in France d u r i n g World
W a r I urged Negro youths t»

refuse to be satisfied with chevrons but to aspire for the highest
commissions in the army. H e
said that in spite of their many
grievances, Negroes insist upon
their right as free men to bear
arms against the foreign enemies of this nation.
In closing, he said, "While
you young men are battling on
the front, we at home are going
to do our darndest to make this
a better place for you to live in."
T h e speaker was introduced
by Mr. Brooks, Chairman of the
Forum Committee, who disclosed to the listeners the outstanding qualifications o£ the
speaker. Dr. Logan was graduated from Williams College in
1917, served as Second Lieuten a n t in W o r l d W a r I, has traveled extensively in Europe, is Seccretary of the Pan-African Conference, was head of the history
department at Virginia U n i o n
University, and is at present
Dean of the Graduate School,
H o w a r d University, Washington, D. C.
Music for the occasion was
very beautifully rendered by the
Men's Glee Club, u n d e r the direction of Mr. C. Colman.
M A R G A R E T B O O K E R , '44
Reporter

Homecoming
(Continued from Page 1)
fighting forces.
T h e college
band will be shining their instruments more t h a n ever before, however, not on the streets
as last year and other years b u t
in the navy baids, on the shores
of other lands playing as the
birds sing in the spring—sweeter
a n d louder. A\\ the A l u m n i
was cheering, b u t not in the
bleachers, instead in the air
corps, marine corps, navy, and
other branches of service. All instructors of the Aggies were in
the midst of the faculty atmosphere on first liie of defense as

(Continued from Page 1)
pendence was signed. " W e must
continue to work for unity and
brotherhood," contended t h e
speaker.
" T h i s is our country a n d we
must protect our many resources
and to protect our American
ideal," continued the Judge. H e
further impressed u p o n t h e
rninds of all the listeners that if
the leaders in the W a r Department do not accomplish victory
as soon as we think they should,
we should remember that they
are h u m a n too. T o win this
war, we must have unity and
above all, do whatever is done
cheerfully, enthusiastically, and
with a 'magnificent attitude.
W i t h this remark Judge Hines
ended his address. •
Other features of the program
were two renditions by the Men's
Glee C l u b entitled " W h e n I've
Done the Best I C a n " a n d " T h i s
is My Country." Also present
was Max Paine, C h a i r m a n of the
Committee of this District.

In and Out of the
Technical Department
By M A R I O N H I L L I A R D
Any student of the Art Department is n o stranger to most of
us. For three years the Register
had on its staff a very progressive student of the Art Department. T h i s student was Miss
Edna Watkins, who is now an
art instructor at the Booker T .
H i g h School in Columbia, South
Carolina.
It is the hopes of
Miss Watkins that she will be
able to start an Art D e p a r t m e n t
at Booker T . H i g h School soon.
Miss Watkins is just one of
the many students who has mastered this field u n d e r the expert
instruction oi Mr. H . E. Taylor.
I t was not a surprise to many
of the students whose residence
was in Morrison Hall to awake
on the mor ring of October 24,
to find thac the campus h a d
been invaded by a group of men
who have themselves to defend
the democratic principals of the
American people.

